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WORK SPACES REDEFINED
A workplace should be inviting, inspiring, invigorating. At Godrej Interio, we specialize in offering furniture solutions that are as aesthetically pleasant as they are functionally efficient. And we offer all this through a wide range of office furniture that is designed to optimize space and increase convenience through thoughtful features and technological innovations. From seating and desking to storage and modular workstations, our furniture don’t just make a workplace, they transform it!
The crème-de-la-crème of the collection, Premium Suites are at the top rung of our offerings to the Premium Executive Class. Elite and sophisticated, this is a range that speaks of pure classiness and style. Designed to be sported by the who’s who of the corporate world.
impress

maestro
DESking
Cabin Furniture

orion
Style & sophistication at its best; here is a range that graces the cabins of the young achievers of today's corporate world. This integrated cabin module is designed for comfort at work. Not to mention, while providing the highest levels of business-class utility as well.
Top-of-the-line contemporary furniture for the aspiring executives of today
The Godrej Interio Executive Series is all about furniture that outperforms. Exuding style and class, each piece of furniture is smartly designed and stepped up with functionality.
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DESKING
Executive Series
As work and workspaces evolve and adapt to the future, here’s a range of Office Desks that does likewise. Allowing you to stay in the thick of things, while enjoying the best in comfort, efficiency, functionality and aesthetics.
Discussions take on a new dimension with Conference Tables from Godrej Interio. With sleek lines and modern looks, the entire range speaks of underlying elegance and evolution. Innovatively designed, this range sports a modern and contemporary look.
As more and more businesses become part of the dynamic Knowledge Economy, training spaces are rapidly gaining a new level of excellence. To help you create a well-equipped yet highly conducive training ambiance for your people, Goleaj Interio presents a range of thoughtfully designed training tables.
time out

Gone are the days of those military style canteens; the canteens of today have to be livelier, vibrant and colourful. In today’s busy corporate life, canteen is a space where the employees can de-stress and recoup. Leave behind the stress and connect, bond and share with your colleagues in a vibrant space where ideas are born, creativity is cued and imagination gets a whole new dimension.
relish

café pod

cantina
Reflecting a change in the new age education system is the latest range of Education Furniture from Godrej Interio. Each piece is aptly designed to support and supplement various teaching methodologies and formats.
MODULAR

Tile Based Systems

wish

Tile Based Systems are meticulously designed to creatively fit into any layout. This characteristic of being highly flexible and accommodating is possible due to the ingeniously crafted panel structures. These panels are proportional and provide clean visual lines to impart a modern look and feel. Different finishes and textures augment the décor.

GRIHA compliant
(Approved for use in GRIHA Projects)

Granted in 2013
MODULAR
Tile-Based Systems

Stallion+

simple

Spacio+

Xpress Office
A truly global design yet very INDIAN at heart

reason

The internationally-designed Reason with its open interactive environment is all set to bring a global touch to modern Indian workplaces.

For the most part, it is the seamless active overhead storage that gives Reason an international look while helping you sort and organize with plenty of room for all those big ideas. Since it is collaboration that is the requirement of the day for global markets, our mobile storage aids in forming such collaborative workspaces.
MODULAR
Full Height Partition Systems

Corporate space perceived as a vast, seamless expanse is the order of the day when it comes to modern offices. The transparency of glass lets you achieve this. The seamlessness of minimalist partitioning with one look running through is what makes Wall from Godrej Interio such an interesting office design element. It imparts a larger-than-life look and feel to otherwise limited interiors. It looks modernistic, futuristic and minimalist - all at once, to give your office that vast, unbroken, limitless and highly corporate look.
One look at our storage options and you’ll see not just a face lift but a full functionality lift. Storage has become an integral center-stage element in designing today’s workspaces. Hence, you’ll find that our aesthetic and utilitarian storage options not only match with and enhance office decor, but also multi-task with effortless ease.
tile optimizer

metal optimizer
Aisle and Back Storage comprises an innovative range of storage that make optimum use of available space within your office. Designed in a unique way to store more without hindering or obstructing activity, they also pack a high level of aesthetic appeal.
STORAGE
Aisle & Back Storage

pigeon hole

store up

sliding door unit
STORAGE

Display Storage

book rack

Aesthetically appealing and highly utilitarian, our Display Storage range is made up of book cases and shelving that add to the elegance of the interiors. The range comprises shelf racks with and without backs, and also with glass frontage for various uses that make them the ultimate choice for storage and display, as well as quick reference and retrieval.
STORAGE

Personal Locker Unit

personal locker unit

Multiply possibilities. Add flexibility. Subtract clutter. While storing personal effects in highly flexible design closets with multiple locker sizes to suit your every need. This is the essence of the Godrej interiors range of Personal Locker Units. Changing for work or play, or after, becomes a pleasure rather than a chore. Storing personal items feels more secure. Lounging around the locker room doesn’t feel so boring somehow. Ideal for use over multiple user segments and across various industries, there’s definitely a combination for whatever your need may be.
STORAGE
Conventional Storages

storwel plain

minor plain

kd plain

kd minor
Ergonomically designed Seating options from Godrej Interio comprise a vast range of highly evolved seating systems that are designed around sound principles of proper postures and wellness. Great aesthetics add to make these a must-have for every modern office.
SEATING

ultima plus

ultima super

swing

High Back
Mid Back

Mid Back
Low Back

Visitor with Armrest
Visitor

High Back
Mid Back
Visitor
scintilla

training & learning chairs

With Desklet
With Armrest
Without Armrest

1512DC
7004 with Desklet
1112D

CH 18C
CH 18B
4012DW
SEATING

midas
phenom ottoman + coffee table

premium lounge
pisa side table + centre table

3 Seater 2 Seater 1 Seater
Ottoman
Coffee Table
Louge Chair

3 Seater 2 Seater 1 Seater
Centre Table
Side Table
SEATING

matrix

auditorium seating

perch / nano perch

Mercury
Glamour
PLP

3 Seater
2 Seater
1 Seater

Jupiter
Audi II
Audi III
turnkey solutions
Godrej Interio
Has been awarded Asia’s Most Promising Brands 2012-13
Process Advisors & Evaluators - KPMG in India

An initiative by Godrej Interio
1st Indian furniture company with GREENGUARD Certified products

LOCAL ADDRESS
In keeping with the Godrej policy of continuous development and improvements, the dimensions and specifications may be changed without prior notice or obligations. All dimensions are in mm and are subject to commercial tolerances. Colour options depicted in this catalogue are as close to what modern printing processes allow.
Our products are meant for indoor usage only.
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